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Abstract-Edge computing has been recently introduced as an
intermediary between Internet of Things (loT) deployments and
the cloud, providing data or control facilities to participating
loT devices. This includes actively supporting loT resource
discovery, something particularly pertinent when building large
scale, distributed and heterogeneous loT systems. Moreover, edge
devices supporting resource discovery are required to meet the
stringent requirements prevalent in loT systems including high
availability, low-latency, and privacy. To this end, we present
a resource discovery platform for loT resources situated at
the edge of the network. Our approach aims at providing a
seamless discovery process that is able to (i) extend the covered
area by deploying additional edge nodes and (ii) assist in the
development of new loT applications that target already available
resources. Within our proposed platform, devices located in a
certain proximity connect and form an edge-to-edge network
that we call an edge neighborhood - our edge-to-edge metadata
replication platform enables participating devices to discover
available resources. Our solution is characterized by absence of
centralization, as edge nodes exchange metadata about available
resources within their scope in a peer-to-peer manner.

Index Terms-Edge Computing, Internet of Things, Resource
Discovery

I. INTRODUCTION

The VISIOn of Edge Computing and Internet of Things
(loT) is an composite system where interconnected edge
nodes provide and manage a huge number of resources. The
convergence between two concepts changes the way we today
conceptualize loT as a large number of things connected to the
Internet, which are often distributed [1]. Hence, in the future
the loT needs to be thought of as an ecosystem of discrete
computing resources connected to the Internet-enabled devices
[2] - at the edge of network [3]. When this vision will be
implemented fully, millions of loT resources will be available
and linked. This brings new challenges in edge computing such
as performing resource discovery and resource management in
a fast, convenient and user-friendly manner.

Resource discovery [4] is an important challenge in any
distributed system such as distributed clouds [5], peer-to-peer
networks [6], and grids [7]. It is essential to achieve pervasive
behavior, in which it devices and services making up the
Internet of Things perceive available resources and utilize
them. In loT systems, such pervasive behavior is only con
sidered locally and achieved by taking into account available

resources located in the VICInIty of the user (i.e., a meeting
room) or in a local context (i.e., the overall apartment).
Moreover, stringent requirements (i.e., high availability, low
latency, privacy [8]) of loT systems have recently suggested
the architectural placement of a computing entity closer to
the network edge [9]. Hence, edge computing is seen as a
promising approach to support the loT in scenarios where it
is required to achieve low communication latency and high
availability between the edge node and the end-users [10].

To overcome these shortcomings, edge devices can be
introduced as an intermediary entity between applications
and surrounding loT resources. These edge entities are het
erogeneous devices which may offer various computational
resources to local devices [11]. In addition, an edge device
may collect information about the other resources available
in their environment. These resources can be referred to as
computational, sensing, context data or other types of domain
specific resources that software-intensive devices may take ad
vantage of to achieve their goals. loT applications may utilize
different capabilities of an edge device benefiting from high
connectivity and awareness of other surrounding resources.
However, in order to meet the stringent and unpredictable
requirements of loT applications, therefore a wider view
of available resources is required. Thus, edge devices may
collaborate by exchanging information about their surrounding
resources and providing a service discovery for a local loT
applications.

We assume that resources share their functionality descrip
tions to the nearest edge device. We define two types of
resources on the basis of their access types: public resources
(i.e., resources can be shared) and private resources (i.e.,
resources can only be accessed locally). Each edge device
collects resource descriptions in its vicinity and shares the
public ones with the rest of the edge devices. Hence, other
edge devices receive public descriptions and store them locally.
Since all edge nodes are connected in a Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
fashion and performing a resource discovery algorithm on the
entire network is computationally demanding, we propose a
solution where all devices found in a certain proximity will
connect, forming an edge-to-edge network that we call an
edge neighborhood. By applying our proposed approach in
such a neighborhood, all resources shared in that specific area
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III. RESOURCE DISCOVERY ECOSYSTEM

An overview of the resource discovery framework is pre
sented in Figure 1. The framework consists of three layers with
the purpose of providing a seamless resource discovery for (i)
extending the covered area with more deployed edge devices
such that more resources are available and (ii) developers to
create loT applications for a specific area.

The first layer consists of multiple static edge devices
deployed in a certain area (i.e., building, home, street, etc.).
Each such device contains sensors and resources that could
aid at building different loT applications. Since privacy is
imperative to such a framework, we classify resources on every
edge device as public (i.e., the resources are shared with other
neighbors) and private (i.e., resources can only be processed
locally). By applying our edge-to-edge decentralized metadata
replication system in such a neighborhood, we can discover
all resources shared in that specific area. For example, all

home) and connects in a P2P manner with other edge devices
from that specific building, forming what we call an edge
neighborhood.

In our example scenario, we assume that every apartment
has a fire detector resource designed to detect and respond
to the presence of fire. The fire detector is a public resource,
which means that all neighbors have the knowledge of which
apartment has this resource. The fire department can access
our proposed resource discovery platform that contains a list
of all available resources in the city and query to find all
buildings that already have a fire detector resource. Based on
this information, the department can create an application that
monitors these buildings by accessing the available resources
and in case of emergency react and dispatch a fire brigade
personnel for intervention. Furthermore, the fire department
can deploy new edge devices in buildings that lack from these
resources.
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Fig. 1. Resource Discovery framework overview.
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II. MOTIVATING SCENARIO

We consider a smart city [12] environment as a motivating
scenario for our decentralized resource discovery framework.
Such a smart city is the result of combining successfully
the Edge Computing paradigm with loT devices such that
new loT applications can be created. Generally speaking, the
backbone of such a city is represented by loT applications
able to take advantage of all edge resources deployed at the
edge of the network and provide solutions for improving the
daily lives of people and monitoring environmental conditions
[13]. Concrete instantiations of this vision include applications
like a smart traffic lights and smart energy. However, with no
possibility of discovering the available resources at the edge
of the network, developing applications for different areas of
the city is considerably harder.

To motivate our proposed resource discovery framework, we
consider the following use case. In a smart city, there is a fire
department in charge of emergency scenarios involving smart
buildings. A smart building provides different resources to the
residents - each apartment has smart devices and sensors (i.e.,
temperature, presence, fire alarm, smoke detectors etc.). Since
resources may collect private data of a specific person (e.g.
a presence sensor), the data should not be accessed by other
users from a remote location. Hence, resources in the network
are divided into private and public resources. Furthermore,
each apartment is equipped with an edge node which controls
its surrounding resources (e.g., is a controller for a smart

can be discovered. For example, edge devices deployed in a
building will form such a neighborhood - similarly, devices
on a certain street, intersection or district can form such a
group neighborhood. Moreover, such edge neighborhoods are
expected to collaborate to fulfill loT application requirements.

In this paper, we propose a novel resource discovery ecosys
tem for resources in an loT network. We define an ecosystem
as a collaboration of edge devices, information and people
with the purpose of creating an loT platform that supports
the development of new loT applications. The system aims
to (i) aid developers in creating loT applications specific
for the available resources at the edge of the network, (ii)
provide service discovery for loT applications at the edge of
the network, (iii) offer a platform to find available resources
distributed over large areas and (iv) help public institutions
(e.g., a fire department) to identify areas where there is a need
of deploying new edge devices to enable required resources.
Furthermore, we describe a new decentralized edge-to-edge
metadata replication framework at the core of our ecosystem.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
gives an overview of our approach along with a motivat
ing example used throughout the paper. Section III gives
an overview of the proposed resource discovery ecosystem.
Section IV defines a metadata model to describe network
based resources, and Section V describes in detail the proposed
resource discovery using metadata replication across the edge
nodes. Related work is considered in Section VI. Finally,
Section VII concludes the paper.



edge devices deployed in a building or devices on a certain
street, intersection or district can form such a neighborhood.
At this level, each node in his group contains a local storage
of shared resources (e.g., sensors, actuators, etc.) of each
other node in that particular group. This layer also provides a
local search mechanism for locally stored content where user
loT device may realize queries and select resources the edge
neighborhood.

The second layer represents the fog layer and is in charge
of offering the possibility of accessing the data available at
layer one to different parties. Fog Computing [14] extends the
Cloud Computing paradigm to the edge of the network, thus
enabling a new breed of applications and services. In this layer,
there is a fog node that manages one or more neighborhoods.
Each such fog node collects information about deployed edge
devices and the available resources from each neighborhood
and creates (i) a description of the resources discovered for
each particular group, (ii) an IP address of the group that
gives the opportunity of other edge devices (i.e., a laptop)
of users to connect and use the available resources, (iii) a list
of keywords that describe each resource in a group and help
to build easier queries, and (iv) assists on forming new edge
mesh networks to fulfill application requirements. Hence, this
layer assists the third layer with the possibility of doing queries
and select only the neighborhoods that will have the resources
from one particular area (e.g., find all neighborhoods that have
fire detectors in the city). Note that we ignore the effects of
network routing and assume that each device can connect to
each other.

The third layer is called the Cloud layer and represents
the location where a resource discovery platform is deployed.
Such a platform contains a list of all discovered resources
in the city and their description collected from the fog layer.
Users can connect to it and find resources by creating specific
queries. The user can create queries to find available resources
with specific requirements (e.g., fire detector, smoke detector,
etc.). Finally, when the results are returned, the user can
connect directly to each neighborhood, create and deploy an
loT application.

IV. loT RESOURCE DESCRIPTION

A resource can be described by providing certain core
information about the functionality and its properties. This
type of description is known as the metadata of the resource,
which may be provided by the manufacturer or application
developer. In order to accomplish our goal of describing
resources in a pervasive environment, we adopt a similar
approach to Barnaghi et al. [15]. We propose a resource
representation structure which provides seven main properties
as described below:

Resource identification provides basic information on the
resource such as resource name, a unique resource identifi
cation ID, and the edge node ID which handles the resource
description. Resources are described by a number of keywords
which helps developers to search resources within the edge
node. For example, knowing the location of the resources

is a way for the user to locate resources - in smart cities
for instance, the location parameter may be used to discover
resources such the temperature sensors in a certain area. In
addition, it provides a product description (e.g., device brand,
category, description, etc.).

Resource connectivity provides information such as the IP
address and port number to reach the resource through the
overlay network. In addition, it provides an information related
to the connectivity status (e.g., connected or disconnected).
As an example, a user application might request a specific
available resource from the edge node which in turn gets the
information how to reach the desired resource.

Resource capability describes the ability of the resource
perform some action (e.g., the resource may provide storage
capabilities to others). In addition, specific resources may
provide sensing operations to change the state of the resource
(e.g., increasing/decreasing temperature).

Resource accessibility provides information related to the
resource access policy. We define two types of resources that
participate in the edge network: i) public resources and ii)
private resources. All edge nodes that join the network can
discover and replicate public resources. Private resources are
not discoverable by other edge nodes - such resources are
accessible only locally.

Resource output provides information related to the output
of the resource (i.e., unit). For example, a specific user
application might require a temperature sensor which provides
values only in Fahrenheit. However, we note that metadata
does not contain any current value provided by the resource.

Resource location describes the properties of the resource
where it is located. It can be described through the given
geographical position or by a logical location. A resource can
only have a link to one location instance.

Resource administration domain defines the owner of the
resource shared in the edge network. For example, the fire
department can monitor the activity within the administrative
domain to ensure that the monitored resources remain consis
tent.

Representation of resources is mainly focused on repre
sentation models using ontologies. We propose that resource
description to be formatted in a JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON). The rationale of exchanging metadata over JSON is:

• Metadata using JSON may have a very rich description
of the resource while being lightweight and machine
readable.

• Size of metadata in JSON is small and replication process
across many nodes is possible. Hence, JSON documents
considerably reduce the network traffic between edge
nodes compare to the other formats (e.g., XML [16]).

The proposed framework focuses on taking a set of resources
around an edge node and producing a document with public
resource descriptions that surround the edge node. Resource
descriptions can be constructed by the application developer
or the manufacturer itself.



Fig. 2. Edge-to-edge Metadata replication: High level architecture.

A. System architecture
Our system consists of three main components: the Edge

to-Edge Communication, the Metadata Container, and the
Local Search Engine facility as presented in Figure 2. We
assume that an edge node before joining the edge network
contains metadata descriptions provided by resources in its
surroundings. In this paper, we consider only built-in resources
in the edge device and stationary resources that support IP
based communication.

C. Metadata Container
This component is responsible for managing data in an

edge node. It provides a mechanism which synchronizes data
information with the Local Search Engine and the Edge-to
Edge Communication. As discussed at the beginning of the
section, we assume that each node before joining the edge
network contains (1) the metadata descriptions provided by
the resources in its surroundings, as presented in Figure 3. We
assume the metadata is transmitted only once to the nearest
edge node.

Metadata is collected from each resource supplied to the
edge node as a single JSON document. The process begins by
storing (2) found metadata to the Local Search Engine. Each

B. Edge-to-Edge Communication

The communication between edge nodes in the proposed
architecture is realised through implementing the Kademlia
Protocol [17]. Our study revealed several distributed hash table
solutions to consider for our framework such as Chord [18],
Pastry [19], and Tapestry [20]. We propose to use Kademlia as
the edge communication protocol due to is automatic spread
ing of contact information and minimal Remote Procedure
Calls. Moreover, one of the most important features of the
Kademlia network is the O(log (n)) lookup time. The process
of finding nodes and resource descriptions in this type of
network is fast and efficient [17].

Kademlia is a distributed hash table (DHT) for decentralized
peer-to-peer computer networks. A Kademlia network consists
of nodes where each of the nodes has a unique 160 bit ID as an
identifier. Nodes in the Kademlia network communicate using
User Datagram Protocol. Moreover, the participating nodes
exchange their information through node lookups. An overlay
network is formed where each node is identified by its own
node ID. The provided ID will serve as a direct map to the file
hashes and where to obtain the requested resource. Beside the
unique ID, it maintains a routing table and a DHT. A routing
table maintains a list for each bit of the node ID (e.g., node
ID consist 160 bits means that will keep 160 such lists). A
routing table is divided into created lists known as buckets
- each bucket contains contact information and the distance
from the current node. Contact information reside into one of
the buckets in which it contains the node ID, IP address, and
port number of the other node. Buckets in the routing table
are updated every time when a new node join the network.
In addition, new edge nodes can be bootstrapped by knowing
basic contact information of any other reachable DHT nodes in
the network. The DHT segment stores key/value pairs where
the key is the name of the public metadata document and the
value is the network location of the document.

Metadata exchange begins by asking each active node to pro
vide its public resources. The local search engine component
(4) subsequently allows edge nodes to store data locally and
provides a search mechanism for stored content. The user
interacts (5) with the Local Search Engine Component via
a RESTful APls.
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V. EDGE-TO-EDGE METADATA REPLICATION

Our motivating example differs from current loT resource
discovery in two major ways. First, resource discovery pro
vided by this framework is decentralized. Second, edge nodes
found in a certain proximity will connect forming an edge
to-edge network that we call an edge neighborhood. By
applying our proposed approach in such a neighborhood,
we can discover all resources shared in that specific area.
Hence, the focus of this framework is to discover resources
near a user and the resources which are shared in the edge
neighborhood. In the rest of this section, we discuss in detail
the proposed approach for resource discovery using metadata
replication across the edge nodes. Firstly, we elaborate the
interaction of each component in a proposed system and
secondly, we provide a detail description of each component
of the architecture.

Communication (1) between edge nodes is achieved through
the Edge-to-Edge Communication component. This compo
nent specifies the structure of the network and their exchange
information (i.e., edge node ID, IP, port) through node lookups.
Each edge node stores locally exchanged information and
updates it whenever a new node joins the network. The
Metadata Container is responsible to manage data in the edge
node. It manages which resource descriptions can be shared in
the network and which can be accessed only locally. We merge
all descriptions of public resources into a single metadata
document and name it with the edge node ID. The metadata
document is published by the Edge-to-Edge Communication
(2) to the edge neighborhood.

Edge-to-Edge Communication is also responsible to obtain
(3) the public metadata documents of all active edge nodes.



Fig. 3. Interaction between Local Search Engine and Metadata Container.
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metadata description is analyzed based on their accessing type
such as public or private. Private metadata documents will
remain locally in the edge node and no further operation will
be required. Public metadata documents are merged into a
single JSON document and shared (3) with other edge nodes.
For the first interaction between nodes, we conclude that
providing a single metadata document for all public resources
reduces unnecessary communication and search operations.
This document is updated whenever new public resources are
added.

The Metadata container is responsible to monitor the avail
ability of the local resources in its surroundings (i.e., con
nected/disconnected). The edge node transmits a message to
the rest of the nodes to update the availability of a specific
resource whenever the resource becomes unavailable. If the
resource remains inactive for a while, each edge node removes
it from its local storage. In addition, when a newly public
resource is added to the edge device, it broadcasts a message to
the others to obtain and store it locally. This broadcast message
provides basic information on how to obtain a description of
the resources from the edge device.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Resource discovery is an important challenge in many
contemporary distributed systems. Building a network of edge
nodes where each stores information about its surrounding
resources, affords an unprecedented way to discover and utilize
them in applications. We introduced a three-layer resource
discovery platform for resources at the edge of the network
The platform provides a seamless resource discovery process
that application developers can access and use to extend the
covered area by deploying more edge nodes and assists in

VI. RELATED WORK

Resource discovery is a critical challenge for loT appli
cation performance, where it must ensure that performance
requirements are met and some quality of service constraint is
satisfied. We discuss related work in three parts. The first part
provides an overview on the replication of metadata, while
the second part outlines related work on nodal collaboration
techniques. Finally, we discuss resource discovery in loT.

Our resource discovery approach is based on browsing the
resources locally rather than using a keyword to search the
entire network [24]. By replicating metadata between the edge
nodes, we enable users to perform locally various complex
queries (i.e., location-based, keyword-based, etc.). A P2P
based distributed database solution that supports bidirectional
replication is provided by CouchDB [25]. Our architecture
has some similar components, but we emphasize metadata
replication as a single document, as opposed to database
replication. A metadata replication process has many benefits
such as enabling high availability by removing a single point
of failure [26] or to achieve higher reliability and workload
balancing among peers [27].

Researchers focus primarily on nodal collaboration in Fog
Computing [14], considering three main techniques such as
cluster [28], peer-to-peer and master-slave [29] conceptions.
Generally, in Fog Computing communication between nodes
is realized in P2P manner [30]. Due to their fully distributed
nature, P2P architectures have been shown to be both scalable
and reliable [31].

In loT systems, selecting appropriate resources and services
that satisfy users requirements is a challenge. Tanganelli et at
[24] proposed an Edge-centric distributed solution to federate
different loT gateways deployed in fog nodes close to loT
domains. The main goal of the proposed approach is providing
applications a service for global discovery and access of
loT resources in the federated domain without taking into
account their location. DHT based resource discovery has
also been proposed, for instance, see [32]. OpenloT [33]
proposes an open service framework for the Internet of Things,
which facilitates entrance into the loT-related mass market,
establishing a new ecosystem for the Internet of Things with
the widespread adoption of loT-related devices and software.
Wang et at [2] propose an architecture for service discovery
in smart cities. The proposed framework focuses on taking a
set of devices around a citizen, and proactively producing a
list of services that surround the user using his preferences.

Metadata
Container

Local Search
Engine

[ User

D. Local Search Engine

Supporting queries such as showing all temperature sensors
in a certain area is becoming highly desirable for loT applica
tions. The local search engine may assist in the development
of new loT applications that target already available resources
at the edge neighborhood. In addition, it may also support the
discovery of resources at the edge of the network for a user loT
application. Our study revealed several search engines such as
Apache Solr [21] and MongoDB [22]. As the local search
engine, we identify ElasticSearch [23] as a likely candidate to
meet the desired component objective.

ElasticSearch is a document-oriented database which al
lows queries to be made through using JSON language and
makes full-text search accessible via RESTful API, while a
JSON-style domain-specific language allows writing complex
queries. ElasticSearch resource descriptions are inserted (3),
(4) based on their accessing types, as presented in Figure 3.
Moreover, locally stored content helps a roaming loT device
to realize queries and select resources in the edge network.
Hence, such requests (5) are therefore submitted and processed
by the edge node.



developing new loT applications that target already available
resources. We proposed a solution where all devices found in
certain proximity connect and form an edge-to-edge network.
We presented a new metadata model to describe the function
ality of the edge device resources and IP-enabled resources.
To discover all resource shared in such area, we proposed a
decentralized edge-to-edge metadata replication framework.

This paper is only a small step towards a general framework
for resource discovery in edge networks. Regarding future
work, we first plan to implement the proposed decentralized
edge-to-edge metadata replication framework discussed. It
remains an important open question what is a reasonable
number of edge nodes forming an edge neighborhood. We plan
to carry out a series of experiments taking into account various
factors, such as the number of metadata resource descriptions
and the number of concurrent requests that can be supported.
Beside a detailed evaluation, the platform itself as well as the
implementation of the fog node functionality remains to be
built. In addition, more work is needed to investigate current
technologies that enable loT applications to access resources.
We ignored network routing, but we consider this an important
aspect to be treated in future work.
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